
How To Draw Japanese Anime Step By Step
Tutorials On The Anime Manga Art Style
Japanese anime, also known as anime, is a unique and captivating art form that
has gained worldwide popularity. Its distinctive art style, characterized by colorful
and expressive characters with large eyes, vibrant hair colors, and dynamic
action scenes, has attracted numerous enthusiasts wanting to learn how to draw
in this beloved style.

In this comprehensive guide, we will provide step-by-step tutorials on how to draw
Japanese anime, focusing on the manga art style. Whether you are a beginner
starting from scratch or an experienced artist looking to refine your skills, these
tutorials will help you develop a solid foundation and unlock your creativity.

Step 1: Understanding the Basics

Before diving into the actual drawing process, it is crucial to familiarize yourself
with the fundamental elements that constitute Japanese anime. These include:
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Proportions: Anime characters often have elongated limbs, slender bodies,
and exaggerated facial features. Learning the correct proportions is essential
to achieving an authentic anime look.

Expressions: Anime characters are known for their wide range of emotions.
Mastering expressions will allow you to effectively convey different moods
and feelings in your artwork.

Poses and Action: Anime is renowned for its dynamic action scenes.
Understanding how to depict movement and create dynamic poses will bring
your characters to life.

Coloring Techniques: Anime art features vibrant and bold colors. Learning
various coloring techniques will enhance the visual impact of your drawings.

Step 2: Sketching Your Character

Once you have grasped the basic principles, it's time to start sketching your
anime character. Begin with a simple stick figure as the foundation for your
drawing. Then, gradually add the body shape, facial features, and hair.
Remember to pay attention to the specific details that make anime characters
unique, such as the eyes and hairstyles.

Don't worry about making your initial sketch perfect. Mistakes are a natural part of
the creative process. Instead, focus on capturing the overall character design and
composition.

Step 3: Refining the Details
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With your basic sketch as a guide, it's time to refine the details of your character.
Add depth and dimension to the facial features, hair, and clothing. Experiment
with different line weights to emphasize certain areas of the drawing.

Pay close attention to the anatomy and proportions of the body, ensuring that
they align with the chosen pose. This step requires patience and precision, as it
sets the foundation for creating a visually pleasing and realistic character.

Step 4: Inking and Lineart

Once you are satisfied with your refined sketch, it's time to move on to inking and
lineart. Use a fine-tip pen or marker to carefully outline the entire character. This
step gives your drawing a clean and polished appearance while also defining the
various features.

Inking requires steady hands and control, so take your time and don't rush the
process. Experiment with different line thicknesses to add depth and variation to
your artwork.

Step 5: Adding Colors

The final step is to bring your anime character to life by adding colors. Use
colored pencils, markers, or digital painting software to carefully color within the
lines. Pay attention to shading and highlights to create depth and volume in your
artwork.

Experiment with different color palettes to evoke different moods or settings.
Remember that consistency is key in anime art, so ensure that your colors are
harmonious and well-balanced throughout the drawing.

Learning how to draw Japanese anime step by step is a rewarding process that
allows you to express your creativity and love for this captivating art style. With



practice and dedication, you can develop your own unique anime characters and
bring them to life on paper.

Remember to study the works of renowned anime artists, watch tutorials, and join
online communities to learn from fellow enthusiasts and gain valuable feedback.

So grab your sketchbook, pencils, and imagination, and embark on an exciting
journey into the captivating world of Japanese anime art!
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If you love anime & manga then of course you’d wanna draw it.

You might think that drawing is like touching your tongue to your nose: Some
people can do it and some people can’t. But that’s actually not true. Drawing is
more like driving: The more you practice, the better you get.

This book will teach them in an easy way how to draw Anime of all kinds. It starts
with the basics and teaches them step by step the process of drawing Anime in a
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fun way.This book will teach your child how to draw, step by step, with the easiest
approach possible...by using simple shapes.

With this no-tears strategy, learning how to draw is fun for children as young as 5
years old, but also works for adults and teens.

Learning to draw Anime is fun for kids, but even more fun when it comes easy to
them..

Have fun drawing the day away! Let the Anime/Manga drawing and doodling start
now!

10 Easy Steps to Create Stunning Embroidery
Patterns
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More Than 20 Meditative And Creative Crochet
Projects
Are you looking for a therapeutic and creative activity to relax your mind
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Making Money At Home Through Social Media
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day? What if I told you that you could turn that time into cash? Yes, it's
possible to...
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